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ABSTRACT
BIOINFORMATICS INVESTIGATION ON THE ROLE OF OBOX GENE
FAMILY IN PREIMPLANTATION EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT
WEI WANG
2016
Preimplantation embryo development (PED) refers to the period from
fertilization to implantation in mammals. This complex process is critical for
successful implantation and pregnancy. Although studies on PED have been
conducted, using mainly the mouse as a model organism, the gene regulatory
mechanisms are still not well understood.
The next-generation sequencing technologies enable researchers to obtain the
genome-wide expression profiling with single-cell resolution, which are powerful
tools to study early embryogenesis. We used the single-cell RNA sequencing datasets
that are available in the public domain and conducted bioinformatics analysis of
expression profiling from zygote to blastocyst. Through hierarchical clustering of the
global expression profile, which appeared dynamically during PED, we identified
Obox gene family and encoded the homeodomain-containing transcription factors.
Accumulating evidence suggests that homeodomain genes play essential roles in early
embryonic development. To investigate whether Obox family has similar roles, we
comprehensively analyzed their sequences, showing that Obox are conserved genes
that share from 58.78% to 98.85% of DNA identity. Subsequently, we investigated
the homeodomain entropies and 3D-structures. The results indicated that Obox
homeodomains show polymorphism and have a typical architecture of transcription
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factor. Additionally, the microarray investigation and orthologous protein analysis
revealed that Obox are mouse-specific genes, expressed specifically in embryo cells.
Furthermore, the phylogenetic structure of Obox indicated that Obox5 and Obox6 are
located on different clades; Obox1 and Obox2 have the closest relation and share the
common ancestor with Obox3. In addition, the evolution of Obox gave a rise to a
mass of pseudogenes (47 were found in Emsembl), which implied that
retrotransposons could affect the activation of Obox genes. We analyzed Obox
genomic sequences by scanning the LTR retrotransposons showing that 5’-UTR of
Obox contain LTR elements and belong to ERV-1, ERVL-MaLR and ERVK family.
Due to the binding motif of Obox3 has been experimentally identified. Our
hypothesis, which proposed that Obox3 functions as a transcription factor to regulate
the genes that have similar expression pattern, has been tested by simulating binding
on promoter regions. Overall, 12.35% (42/340) of genes’ promoter regions (p <
0.001) can be potentially bound by Obox3. These 340 genes share the same
expression pattern with Obox3.
All of these discoveries suggest that the Obox proteins may play a unique role
in regulating gene expression during preimplantation embryo development. It has
important implications for future studies on the identification of Obox signal pathway
to explore the mechanism of PED.

Keywords: Obox, Preimplantation Embryo Development, Single Cell RNA
Sequencing
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Literature Review
1.1 Preimplantation embryo development
In mammals, preimplantation embryo development (PED) lasts from the
formation of the zygote until the implantation of the embryo in the uterus. It is the
initial stage of a complex process that generates a multicellular organism from a
single cell. PED of the mammalian requires precise spatial and temporal regulations.
This progression is conserved, and the morphologic stages are similar. For several
decades, it has been possible to culture embryos in vitro from a single cell to the
blastocyst. It enabled scientists to learn much about these early stages of development
at the very beginning of a new life.
Mouse embryos are often used as models for PED studies, in which the
progress lasts 4.5 days (Figure 1). Mature mouse oocytes are released from the ovary,
and fertilization occurs in the swollen ampulla of the oviduct (Dong, Albertini et al.
1996). A mature oocyte is surrounded by the zona pellucida, which is a protective
coat of noncellular material. The other essential element for fertilization, a haploid
sperm cell, binds to and penetrates the zona pellucida, and fuse with the oocyte cell
membrane, enabling fusion of its pronucleus with the oocyte pronucleus (Wilson
1963).The nuclei of the sperm and the ovum join together to form the zygote. Later,
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the zygote divides sequentially to form a 2-cell, 4-cell, 8-cell embryo and so on
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. The process of mouse preimplantation embryo development. A
schematic representation and overview of mouse preimplantation development during
embryonic day (E) 0.5–4.5 (Bergsmedh, Donohoe et al. 2011). Following fertilization
the early mouse embryo undergoes a series of cleavages to generate the lineages
necessary for in utero survival.

The first cleavage begins about a day later, when the zygote produces two
identical cells. The second cleavage produces four cells. The cells remain together
and dividing asynchronously to produce 8 cells, then divides again to produce 16 cells
(Mintz 1960). Each cell starts to bind firmly together, and cleavage continues to form
the blastocyst. At this stage, cells differentiate into an outer layer of cells (or the
trophectoderm) and an inner cell mass (ICM) (Figure 2). Meanwhile, the small
cavities produced during this process are fused to form the blastocyst cavity. When
the cells number about sixteen or thirty-two, the solid sphere of cells is referred to as
the morula. Four days after fertilization, the morula enters the uterus and becomes a
blastocyst, a fluid-killed sphere formed dorsally by the ICM and laterally and
ventrally by the trophectoderm. About 4.5 days, blastocyst batch from the zona
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pellucida and begin to interact directly with the uterine epithelium and initiate
implantation.
The mouse embryogenesis morphology studies mainly rely on the microscope
and in vitro fertilization techniques. With the mouse embryo models, it is easier to
detect and distinguish each stage of PED, but this is just the beginning of a thousandmile journey. Characterizing the genetic signatures across different stages is critical to
understand the genetic regulation and molecular mechanism of PED.

Figure 2. A mouse blastocyst with inner cell mass at upper right (Arnold and
Robertson 2009). The blastocyst is a structure formed in the early development of
mammals. It possesses an inner cell mass (ICM), which subsequently forms the
embryo. The outer layer of the blastocyst consists of cells collectively called the
trophectoderm. This layer surrounds the inner cell mass and a fluid-filled cavity
known as the blastocyst cavity or blastocoele. The whole blastocyst is covered by
zona.
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1.2 Known genes in PED
The regulation of early embryo development and the mechanism of
implantation are complex processes, due to a large number of genes and the
complexity of the systems involved. Wang et al. (Wang, Cowan et al. 2005)
investigated the established gene expression profiles of more than 20,000 genes from
in vitro mouse embryos at eight different stages (i.e., oocytes, zygote, 2-, 4-, 8-cell
embryos, compacting embryo, morula and blastocyst) using the microarray chips, and
compared these profiles with in vivo embryos. Several signaling molecules and
transcription factors act within embryonic cells giving them characteristics like
pluripotent state, and providing the paracrine signals to adjacent cell lineages for their
survival. Other important proteins are found in trophectoderm differentiation include
Glial Cells Missing homolog-1 (GCM1), Inhibitor of DNA binding-2 (ID2) and
Mammalian Achaete Scute Homolog-2 (Mash2) (Guillemot, Caspary et al. 1995,
Basyuk, Cross et al. 1999, Spits, Couwenberg et al. 2000). Mouse Trophoblast Stem
Cells (TSCs) are generally derived from Blastocysts and early post implantation
Trophoblasts and grow in the presence of Fibroblast Growth Factor-4 (FGF4).
Removal of FGF4 from the TSCs causes them to differentiate into Trophoblast Giant
cells and other Trophoblast subtypes (Uy, Downs et al. 2002). ID2 is expressed in
Mouse Chorionic Trophoblast while Mash2 is expressed in Murine
Spongiotrophoblast (Hacker, Kirsch et al. 2003). Recent evidence suggests that the
precursors of Primitive Endoderm in Mouse can be identified on Blastocysts between
day 3.5 and 4.5 embryos as a group of cells segregating from the rest of the ICM, that
express the transcription factor GATA6 (Wamaitha, del Valle et al. 2015).
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Transcription factors like LRH-1 (Liver Receptor Homolog-1), is required for
maintenance of Oct4 expression in the Epiblast (Stein and Schoonjans 2015).
Besides transcription factors, other genes, like BMP4 (Bone Morphogenic
Protein-4), also help shape the Mouse Embryo prior to Gastrulation. BMP4 help
regulate the differentiation of Mesenchymal cells, which are derived from mesoderm,
including bone-forming osteoblasts, and adipocytes, which are fat cells (Pallotta, Sun
et al. 2015). The blastocyst may activate genes in Epiblast cells that then migrate to
form the Primitive streak. Wingless-Type MMTV Integration Site Family Member-3
(WNT3) apparently helps induce the formation of both the Primitive Streak and the
Node in mammals, although there is no evidence indicating that WNT3 expression is
required for Mesoderm induction (Lako, Lindsay et al. 2001).
The above research discoveries provide valuable details about embryonic cells
development in molecular level. For understanding the developmental mechanism, a
large-scale analysis of gene expression profiling is necessary for further work.

1.3 Genetic profiling analysis
The “central dogma” of developmental biology holds that development is
underwritten by regulated changes in gene expression (Crick 1970). The genes are
encoded within DNA that passes from parents to offspring. It contains the instruction
for building RNA and proteins, which make up the structure and functions of body
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The central dogma. The central dogma of molecular biology explains the
flow of genetic information, from DNA to RNA, to make a functional product, a
protein. (racchelarynes.com)

The central dogma suggests that DNA contains the information needed to make
all of our proteins, and that RNA is a messenger that carries this information to the
ribosomes. Then the ribosomes serve as factories in the cell where the information is
‘translated’ from a code into the functional product. (The image was cited from
http://www.rachelraynes.com/the-central-dogma-of-biology.)
In order to study the gene activities, we need techniques for measuring how gene
activity patterns vary within the developing organism. Genetic profiling analysis is a
fast growing field, which attempts to identify groups of genes responsible for
proliferation and pluripotency. Most transcriptome studies are conducted on
‘population’ level, usually averaging the transcriptomes of millions of cells. For
example, Tetsuya et al. analyzed expression profiling of mouse embryo using a
15,000 mouse developmental cDNA microarray (Tanaka, Jaradat et al. 2000).
Scientists applied microarrays to explore developmental signaling pathways in the
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preimplantation mouse embryo (Wang, Piotrowska et al. 2004). The results show the
richness of signaling processes in early mammalian development. A group of
researchers analyzed RNA transcript profiling during zygotic gene activation in the
preimplantation mouse embryo (Zeng and Schultz 2005). These studies provide
valuable insights and move forward in understanding the temporal gene expression
changes across different PED stages. However, the above studies on development
require a large sample size for sufficient mRNA collection, which has been an
obstacle in its wide applications to mammalian development, particularly for PED
stages. Standard microarrays, for example, require several micrograms of mRNAs to
be sufficient for transcriptome analysis; while a single cell contains only on the order
of 0.1 picograms of mRNA. Moreover, cells are inherently heterogeneous. Mixing
transcripts of different cells may mask the intrinsic heterogeneity relevant to the
transcriptome signatures. These critical bottlenecks call for a profiling technique that
can detect gene expressions at single cell sensitivity.

1.4 Single-cell RNA sequencing
The analysis of single cells by global approaches has the potential to change
our understanding of whole organisms since cell lineages can be traced and
heterogeneity inside an organ be described with unprecedented resolution (Yan, Yang
et al. 2013). Single-cell RNA sequencing examines the expression profiling of
individual cells with optimized next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies,
providing a higher resolution of cellular differences and a better understanding of the
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function of an individual cell. And it was selected as the method of the year 2013 by
Nature publishing group.
Single-cell RNA sequencing methods enable gene expression analysis of ultra
low input samples from one individual cell at a time. With these sensitive assays,
Scientist can use it as a powerful tool to study PED. The initial step in obtaining the
transcriptome of a single cell is the isolation of individual cells. A common strategy
used to capture the single-cell transcriptome relies on three major steps: RNA reverse
transcription into first-strand cDNA, second-strand synthesis and cDNA
amplification, and cDNA sequencing using NGS technologies (Gorski, Vogel et al.).
For mouse embryo single cell RNA sequencing as an example, the first step is single
cell isolation from the mouse embryo. The dissociated cells were separated for RNA
extraction. Those RNA then used as templates for reverse transcription and secondstrand synthesis independently. Each cell from different embryo development stages
represents a single-cell transcriptome library. Once the quality and amount of each
library meet the NGS requirement, then it will go through the NGS platform for
sequencing (As shown in Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Workflow of the single cell RNA sequencing process in mouse embryo.
This workflow includes embryo dissection that extracts the embryo from mouse. The
tissue dissociation was used for separating the multiple cells to single cell. Each
single cell then isolated for RNA extraction. The extracted RNA were used as
template for RT-RCR to produce cDNA. The cDNA can be used as template to
produce enough RNA, then RNA will be used as template to amplify enough cDNA
again. This process is called in vitro transcription or IVT. Each sequencing library is
created based on each single cell of mouse embryo from different embryogenesis
stages. The last step is sequencing the library via NGS platform to get the single cell
transcriptome. The icon of mouse was download from https://www.jax.org. NGS
platform icon was download from http://www.illumina.com
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This workflow includes embryo dissection, which extract the embryo from
mouse. The tissue dissociation was used for separating the multiple cells to single
cell. Each single cell then isolated for RNA extraction. The extracted RNAs were
used as template for RT-RCR to produce cDNA. The cDNA can be used as template
to produce enough RNA, and then RNA will be used as template to amplify enough
cDNA again. This process is called in vitro transcription or IVT. Each sequencing
library is created based on each single cell of mouse embryo from different
embryogenesis stages. The last step is sequencing the library via NGS platform to get
the single cell transcriptome. NGS provides a much cheaper and higher-throughput
alternative to sequencing DNA than traditional Sanger sequencing. Each NGS
platform is unique how sequencing is accomplished. For example, illumine HiSeq
2000 generates up to 200 Gb per run with 2 × 100 bp read length, up to 25 Gb per
day. The workflow of high-throughput sequencing with the HiSeq 2000 can be
divided into three major steps: Library preparation, Cluster generation and
sequencing (Figure 5). First, Library preparation: Samples consisting of longer
fragments are first sheared into a random library of 100-300 base-pair long fragments.
After fragmentation the ends of the obtained DNA-fragments are repaired and an Aoverhang is added at the 3'-end of each strand. Afterward, adaptors that are necessary
for amplification and sequencing are ligated to both ends of the DNA-fragments.
These fragments are then size selected and purified. Second, Cluster Generation: The
Cluster Generation is performed on the Illumina cBot.
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Figure 5. The workflow of the Illumina HiSeq 2000 sequencing technology
(https://www.dkfz.de/gpcf/hiseq_technology.html). The workflow of high throughput
sequencing with the HiSeq 2000 can be divided into three major steps: Library
preparation, Cluster generation and Sequencing.
Single DNA-fragments are attached to the flow cell by hybridizing to oligos
on its surface that are complementary to the ligated adaptors. The DNA-molecules are
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then amplified by a so-called bridge amplification that results in a hundred of millions
of unique clusters. Finally, the reverse strands are cleaved and washed away and the
sequencing primer is hybridized to the DNA-templates.
Third, Sequencing: The DNA-templates are copied base-by-base using the
four nucleotides (“A”, “C”, “G” and “T”), which are fluorescently labeled and
reversibly terminated. After each synthesis step, the clusters are excited by a laser that
causes fluorescence of the last incorporated base. After that, the fluorescence label
and the blocking group are removed allowing the addition of the next base. The
fluorescence signal after each incorporation step is captured by a built-in camera,
producing images of the flow cell.
A paper published in Nature in 2013, Yan et al. applied single-cell RNA
sequencing analysis to 124 individual cells from human preimplantation embryos and
human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) at different passages. This work provides a
comprehensive framework of the transcriptome landscapes of human early embryos
and hESCs (Yan, Yang et al. 2013). In the same year, Xue et al., were reported an
analysis of transcriptome dynamics form oocyte to morula in both human and mouse
embryos by using single-cell RNA sequencing (Xue, Huang et al. 2013). Their
research results provide a valuable resource to dissect gene regulatory mechanisms
underlying progressive development of PED. Recent genomic analyzes revealed that
the transcriptome changes dynamically during PED. A paper published in Science,
Deng et al. presented global analyzes of allelic expression across individual cells of
mouse preimplantation embryos. Their research results indicate that 12-24% mono
allelic expression of autosomal genes are independently expressed in two
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alleles(Deng, Ramsköld et al. 2014). The single-cell RNA sequencing results also
indicated that the monoallelic expression appeared random and dynamic in mouse
embryonic cells.

1.5 Transcription factors activates in PED
The transition from a differentiated germ cell into a zygote and
preimplantation development are critical to the creation of a new organism. During
this period, cell characteristics change dynamically, suggesting that a global alteration
of gene expression patterns occurs. Transcription factors (TFs) are essential in the
direct regulation of transcription and also play important roles in determining cell
characteristics. It uses a variety of mechanisms for the regulation of gene expression
by binding to either enhancer or promoter regions of DNA adjacent to the genes (Gill
2000). There are different mechanisms for TFs regulate gene expression. Figure 6
shows the mechanisms of TFs. It includes: stabilize the binding of RNA polymerase
to DNA, catalyze the acetylation or deacetylation of histone proteins (Narlikar, Fan et
al. 2002) recruit coactivator or corepressor proteins to the transcription factor DNA
complex (Xu, Glass et al. 1999).
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Figure 6. Transcription factors mechanism of eukaryotic cells. The figure is
download from Wikimedia, Author is Kelvinsong. Transcription factors bind to either
enhancer or promoter regions of DNA adjacent to the genes that they regulate.
Depending on the transcription factor, the transcription of the adjacent gene is either
up- or down-regulated. Transcription factors use a variety of mechanisms for the
regulation of gene expression (Narlikar, Fan et al. 2002). These mechanisms include:
stabilize or block the binding of RNA polymerase to DNA, catalyze the acetylation or
deacetylation of histone proteins, recruit coactivator or corepressor proteins to the
transcription factor DNA complex.
The latest AnimalTFDB collected 1457 transcription factors in 71 families of
Mus musculus (Table 1). The greatest alteration in TFs occurred between the 1- and
2-cell stages, at which time zygotic genome activation occurs (Kageyama, Gunji et al.
2007).
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Table 1. The animal transcription factor database collected 1457 tanscription
factors in 71 families of Mus musculus

Transcription factor POU4F1 that binds to the octamer motif (5'ATTTGCAT-3'). Forms a trimeric complex with SOX2 on DNA and controls the
expression of a number of genes involved in embryonic development such as YES1,
FGF4, UTF1 and ZFP206. Critical for early embryogenesis and for embryonic stem
cell pluripotency (Takahashi, Tanabe et al. 2007). Besides POU4F1, other
transcription factors like Nanog are also expressed in ICM and Embryonic Stem Cells
(ESCs) and are down regulated during differentiation (Shi, Wang et al. 2006). The
transcription factor Caudal type Homeobox-2 (CDX2) is required for the maintenance
of Trophectoderm fate, making CDX2 the earliest known determinant of this lineage
(Niwa, Toyooka et al. 2005).
The homeobox genes are a large and diverse group of genes, which contain a
particular DNA sequence that provides instructions for making a string of 60 protein
building blocks (amino acids) known as the Hox (homeodomain). Many of research
results indicate that Homeobox genes are master development control genes that act
at the top of genetic hierarchies regulating aspects of morphogenesis and cell
differentiation during early embryonic development. The homeobox genes can be
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subdivided into classes, including LIM, POU, HNF, CUT, OTX, TALE and so on
(Purtill, Whitehall et al. 2011).

1.6 Homeobox genes are essential to PED
Homeobox genes are a large family of similar genes that direct the formation
of many body structures during early embryonic development. It was originally
described as a conserved DNA motif of about 180 base pairs. The protein domain is
thus about 60 amino acids long. The homeodomain may bind to DNA as monomers
or as homodimers or heterodimers, in a sequence-specific manner. It binds DNA
through a helix-turn-helix (HTH) structure in which is three alpha helices are
connected by short loop regions. The N-terminal two helices are antiparallel and the
longer C-terminal helix is roughly perpendicular to the axes established by the first
two. It is this third helix that interacts directly with DNA (Purtill, Whitehall et al.
2011).
The first Homeobox in eukaryotes was discovered in the early 1980s. A group
of scientists working on Drosophila was interested in the dramatic developmental
effects associated with the gene Antennapedia (Antp), in which a head segment that
normally would carry a pair of antennae develops into a body segment with a pair of
legs. Their discovery has been directed towards a growing area of biological study
called evolutionary developmental biology. The scientists that comprise this group
are generally focused on connecting the gap between shared evolutionary ontology
and developmental biology. Soon afterwards researches found out a series of
Homeobox genes such as Oocyte-specific homeobox (Obox) (Rajkovic, Yan et al.
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2002), Factor in the gremlin alpha (Fifla) (Soyal, Amleh et al. 2000),Spermatogenesis
and oogenesis-specific basic helix-loop-helix 1 and 2 (Sohlh1 and Sohlh2) (Ballow,
Xin et al. 2006, Pangas, Choi et al. 2006), Deleted in azoospermia-like autosomal
(Dazla) (Ruggiu, Speed et al. 1997),Y box protein 2 (Ybx2) (Dong, Albertini et al.
1996),Cytoplasmic polyadenylation element binding protein 1 (Cpeb1) (Racki and
Richter 2006), Growth differentiation factor 9 (Gdf9) (Dong, Albertini et al. 1996)
and Bmp15 (Dube, Wang et al. 1998). Researches in expressed sequence tags (ESTs)
derived from the newborn ovaries of mouse found a Nobox gene (Suzumori, Yan et
al. 2002). Nobox mRNA is preferentially expressed in embryonic ovaries and is
present in oocytes throughout all stages of folliculogenesis (Rajkovic, Yan et al.
2002, Suzumori, Yan et al. 2002).
Genes in the homeobox family are involved in a wide range of critical
activities during development. These activities include directing the formation of
limbs and organs along the anterior-posterior axis and regulating the process by
which cells mature to carry out specific functions. AnimalTFDB collected 229
homeobox genes of Mus musculus (Table 2).
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Table 2. List of homeobox genes of Mus musculus
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The HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) summarizes the normal
function and health implications of these members of the Homeobox gene family
(http://www.genenames.org/cgi-bin/genefamilies/).

1.7 Obox family in early embryogenesis
Oocyte-specific homeobox (Obox) genes have been reported previously and
implicated in reproductive biology of the mouse (Rajkovic, Yan et al. 2002). Their
results showed that Obox1 and Obox2 transcripts as preferentially expressed in the
mouse unfertilized egg libraries. Obox1 and Obox2 transcripts encode homeodomain
proteins of 204 amino acids that share 97% identity with each other. The Obox genes
represent a new family of tissue-specific homeobox genes preferentially expressed in
gonads (Rajkovic, Yan et al. 2002). Photoreceptor specific-homeobox gene (Crx)
research indicated that homeodomain proteins bind DNA and affect transcription of
other genes either ubiquitously or in a tissue-specific manner (Furukawa, Morrow et
al. 1997). The Obox EST analyses are showed their expression preferentially in the
Unigene cDNA libraries from unfertilized eggs and two-cell embryos. Northern blot,
RT-PCR and in situ hybridization results show that Obox1, Obox2, Obox3, Obox5
and Obox6 are expressed in oocytes, eggs and early embryos (Rajkovic, Yan et al.
2002). In 2011, a research group form University of Oxford found that 36 Obox
family in mouse, including one large cluster at chromosome 7 A1-2 regions (6 introncontaining genes and 28 intronless loci) and two intronless probable pseudogenes at
chromosome 17 B1 and E1. Subsequent research found there are pseudogenes in
Obox gene family, such as Obox4. Another important feature of Obox gene family is
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that those genes emerged specifically in rodents after the divergence of primates and
rodents with further multiple duplications resulting in the tandem organization of
Obox in murine genomes (Tian, Pascal et al. 2009, Zhong and Holland 2011, Zhong
and Holland 2011).
Mouse lacking Obox6 undergo normal embryonic development and are fertile,
indicating Obox6 gene is not obligatory for fertility (Cheng, Sung et al. 2007).
However, the functions of other Obox family members are still unknown. Therefore,
studies are needed to understand their expression and potential contribution to PED in
mouse.
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Chapter 2

Methods

2.1 Data collection
The mouse preimplantation embryo single-cell RNA sequence (accession
number: GSE45719) are retrieved from NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology
Information). These expression profiling data were generated by Illumina HiSeq 2000
sequencing platform.
The dataset contains 317 single-cell RNA-seq experiments (Supplemental
Tables). The quality of reads is validated by fastQC then aligned reads using bowtie
0.12.7 against the genome and transcriptome (Ensembl, version 16 May 2011) with
the genotype of both strains, in mm9 coordinates. The pre-processed the expression
datasets were stored in spreadsheets (Deng, Ramsköld et al. 2014), as shown in
Figure 7, the first column contains 22,959 gene symbols, and columns 2 and 3 are the
corresponding ref-seq IDs and Rpkm values, respectively.

2.2 Data reconstruction
The workflow of data reconstruction is shown in Figure 7: (1) the 317 SRA
experiments data are downloaded through NCBI; (2) the 50 files containing the
expression data from the control experiments (e.g., BXC_liver_RNA.txt) are removed.
These files are highlighted in the Supplemental Table 1. (3) The 267 files are merged
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by gene symbols, which contain gene expression data continuously from zygote to
late blastocyst. Finally, the first column of the reconstructed data represents the gene
symbols, while the rest of the columns (columns 2~268) indicate the corresponding
Rpkm values, respectively showing different stages of mouse embryogenesis.
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1.

2.
SRA Experiments：267

3.

4.
Figure 7. Workflow of gene expression data reconstruction. There are four steps
to reconstruct the data: (1). Search the data from NCBI Bioproject, (2). Download
267 SRA experiments files, (3). Unzip files, (4). Merge files by gene symbols and
calculate the standard deviation of RPKM values, then sort it by descending. Only top
7000 genes were selected for further analysis.
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2.3 Gene expression clustering
In order to find the gene expression changes during preimplantation embryo
development, the standard deviation of Rpkm values from normalized gene
expression matrix is calculated. The reconstructed data was sorted by standard
deviation in a decreasing order. The first 7,000 genes were selected and saved as a
tab-delimited text file for cluster analysis. The text file contains 7,000 gene symbols
and 267 single cell experiments, making the input matrix size 7,000 X 267.
Cluster analysis is one of the most useful techniques available when analyzing
gene expression data. It groups the objects into a set of disjoint classes, called clusters,
so that objects within the same class have high similarity, while objects in separate
classes are more dissimilar. Clustering could detect patterns in the data that are hard
to find in traditional methods. It is also widely used in identifying outliers, incorrectly
annotated samples, and other issues in the data.
In this study, Gene Cluster 3.0 was used for clustering. Before performing
clustering, the gene expression data are transformed in such a way that each vector
represents a gene and each element of a vector corresponds to the natural logarithm of
the gene expression in a particular experiment. The clustering process via Gene
Cluster 3.0 is as follows (illustrated in Figure 8): (1) Log transformation operation is
under ‘Adjust Data’ tab, shown as a selection box of ‘Log transform data’, By
clicking ‘Apply’, data transformation step is completed. (2) The transformed data are
then filtered through the third filter under the ‘Filter data’ tab. This step removes
genes that do not have sufficient read depth. (3) The ‘Center genes’ option creates a
clear heat map from clustering. (4) The default hierarchical clustering method was
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selected to cluster the gene expression. Pairwise distances between genes are first
calculated and those with the shortest distance are grouped together into clusters.
Then, the center of each gene cluster is treated as a new single point for the
subsequent distance calculation. Clustering is performed by ‘Average Linkage’ with
the option of “Cluster for both Genes and Arrays” under the ‘Hierarchical clustering’
tab. This process outputs three separate files in the output directory: top7000.atr,
top7000.gtr and top7000.cdt. The first two files contain the clustering results, while
the third one shows the heatmap.
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Figure 8. Parameters setting of Gene Cluster 3.0. There are four steps to set the
parameters: Load the data and select the log transform, Filter data, Adjust data and
Hierarchical.

2.4 Visualization
An open source, cross platform gene expression visualization tool, Java
Treeview, was used to generate heatmap of top 7000 genes expression profiling. The
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program is available at http://jtreeview.sourceforge.net.

2.5 Mouse homeodomain peptide sequences
Mouse homeodomain peptide sequences were downloaded from the Homeobox
Database 2 (HomeoDB2) (Zhong and Holland 2011). HomeoDB2 is a manually
curated database of homeobox genes and their classification. It provides a resource
for studying evolution of the homeobox genes. As shown in Table 3, all mouse
homeobox genes belong to 102 families in 12 Classes. Overall, 324 protein sequences
were collected by merging 12 classes of homeobox gene of mouse, which later were
converted into the fasta format for phylogenetic analysis.
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Table 3. List of classes and families of Mus musculus homeobox genes
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2.6 Obox gene family properties
UCSC Genome Browser is employed for reviewing the Obox genes’ property,
including DNA sequences, chromosome location, mRNA sequences, gene
annotations, protein sequences, and 3D structures of the domain regions. The Genome
Browser offers the reference sequence and working draft assemblies for a large
collection of genomes (Kent, Sugnet et al. 2002), accessible at http://genome.ucsc.edu.
For the current study, a series of parameters on the Genome Browser Gateway page
are set as follows, after clicking the Genome Browser button on the side menu: set
“group” to “Mammal”, “genome” to “Mouse”, and “assembly” to “Dec.
2011(GRCm38/mm10)”. A specific genome position, a gene symbol or keywords are
then used for searching the gene region of interest. A search term, for instance,
“Obox1” would return a query list of Obox1 genes. The link of each gene on the list
shows detailed information of the corresponding gene, such as its DNA, mRNA and
protein sequence information. All Obox DNA and protein sequences in this paper
were retrieved from the USCS Genome Browser. Two fasta files are created for the
DNA and the protein sequences of the Obox genes, respectively.

2.7 Multiple Sequences alignment
A web-based multiple sequence alignment (MSA) tool, Clustal-Omega
(McWilliam, Li et al. 2013), is used for the Obox gene DNA sequences alignment.
The alignments are performed by using the default parameter setting, with Clustal
w/o numbers as output format. As for the Obox protein sequences and the mouse
homeodomain peptide sequences alignment, another alignment tool, MUSCLE
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(McWilliam, Li et al. 2013), is employed instead of Clustal Omega, as MUSCLE is
considered as a more accurate MSA tool, especially for protein sequences. Similarly,
the default parameter setting is used in MUSLE, with ClustalW as the output format.
There are 324 mouse homeodomain peptides aligned by MUSLE.
Jalview is a Java program that visualizes the alignment results. and Figure 12
show the alignment results of Obox DNA and Protein sequences on Jalview.

2.8 Phylogenetic analysis
The phylogenetic tree is estimated in MEGA 6.06 using the built-in neighborjoining (NJ) method (Saitou and Nei 1987),. The MSA alignment output file
in .clustal format, is converted to the .meg format as the input file for MEGA. It has
an option to export the estimated tree into a file (normally in the .nwk format).
The .nwk file is then imported into Figtree 1.4.2, in order to view and edit the
phylogenetic tree.

2.9 Homology-modeling the Obox domain 3D structure
A fully automated protein structure homology-modeling server, SWISSMODEL, is applied to predict and construct the 3D structure of Obox homeodomain.
The output of modeling includes a model report file, a PDB file and an SPDBv file.
The PDB file is a protein data bank format, which provides a standard representation
for macromolecular structure data derived from X-ray diffraction. The resulting Obox
PDB files are then opened by Swiss-PdbViewer, which would show the 3D structure
images of Obox proteins.
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2.10 Obox3 binding motif
The Obox3 binding motif file package was retrieved from CIS-BP, an online
library of transcription factors and their DNA binding motifs. The package contains
five different files: prot_seq.txt, PWM.txt, TF_information.txt, M1062_1.02_fw.png
and M1062_1.02_rev.png. The Multiple Alignment and Search Tool developed by
Timothy et al.(Dube, Wang et al. 1998) is employed to discover the Obox3 motifs.
Two input files are needed for this process: a .meme format file (converted from
PWM.txt) as the binding motifs, and a .fasta file of the target DNA sequences used to
scan from. Figure 21 shows the searching results of binding motifs.

2.11 Entropy analysis
The Shannon entropy scores are calculated based on protein sequence alignment
(Shannon 2001), as following. Let N be the number of residues in a column, and na
be the number of residues of type a at each position, then the frequency of type a is
Pa= na / N. The Shannon entropy is defined as
!

𝑆=−

𝑃! 𝑙𝑜𝑔! 𝑃!
!

where K is the number of all possible residue types. Here K = 21, including 20
standard amino acid types and one gap type. The entropy score is then defined as the
normalized Shannon entropy
𝐶!"#$%&' =

− !
! 𝑃! 𝑙𝑜𝑔! 𝑃!
𝑙𝑜𝑔! (min (𝑁, 𝐾))

Entropy score 1 indicates the column is most conserved (low entropy), whereas
entropy score 0 corresponds to the most diverse (high entropy) columns.
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Subsequently, a bar chart based on the entropy scores at all aligned sequence
positions is drawn to analyze the gene region polymorphism.
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Chapter 3

Results
3.1 Gene expression clustering
A striking gene expression profiling researches in mouse early embryonic
development has been achieved by using NGS technology in single-cell resolution
(Deng, Ramsköld et al. 2014). The annotated expression datasets are great research
resource for exploring the early embryogenesis. In order to identify the key genes in
regulating the complex processes of preimplantation embryo development (PED),
Cluster analysis was used to group the genes into a set of disjoint classes based on
similarity in expression patterns. Figure 9 shows the dynamic gene expression during
PED. The hierarchical clustering result indicates several different gene expression
patterns. Surprisingly, there is a family of genes located broadly cover all embryonic
development stages by showing different expression patterns. For example,
Expression pattern 1, as shown in Figure 9, contains the genes expressed at the very
early developmental stages at a high level, i.e., from the zygote to the late 2-cell stage;
while most of the gene expression turns off during the rest of PED stages. Obox1,
Obox2 and Obox5 fall within this pattern. They all show relatively high expression
level from the zygote to the early two-cell stages, each of which is expressed at a
different level (Obox1 > Obox2 > Obox5), as shown in Figure 12. Then their
expression turns off quickly during the late 2-cell and the 4-cell stages, and reaches
the same expression level after the 16-cell stage.
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Genes located in expression pattern 2 were expressed later than these in pattern
1. They were expressed at a high level at the middle 2-cell stage then reduced to a
lower level after the 4-cell stage. For some of the genes, such as Obox3, they were
expressed at the middle 2-cell stage and reached their highest expression level at the
late 2-cell stage. Later, the gene expression was hardly detected after the 4-cell stage
(Figure 10). For those genes in expression pattern 3 showed a similar feature of
expression pattern 2, but cover more stages; the expression started at the middle 2-cell
stage, and lasted until the early Blastocyst, such as Obox6 (Figure 10). These dynamic
expression activities of Obox are very attractive because it may involve in
complicated embryonic development by regulating various downstream target genes.
In order to evaluate their functions during PED, the Obox genes were further
investigated at the sequence level.
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Figure 9. Heatmap of 7,000 genes expression across different stages of Mus
musculus preimplantation embryo development. The red indicates the gene upregulation. Each embryo development stages are marked on the top. The gene
expression patterns marked with yellow box and location of Obox genes list on the
right side. Three expression patterns were framed by yellow. The yellow numbers
indicate the patterns number. The blue lines indicate the location of Obox gene.
Obox1, Obox2 and Obox5 are located on expression pattern 1; Obox3 is located on
expression pattern 2; Obox6 is located on expression pattern 3.
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Figure 10. Gene expression analysis of Obox family during preimplantation
embryo development. The Obox genes expression curves are colored. The x-axis
represents the stages of embryo development from zygote to late blastocyst. The yaxis represents expression level.

3.2 Obox Sequences analysis
Obox proteins contain homeodomain that has a high similarity. They are all
located on the mouse chromosome 7: 15,388,000-15,800,000, as shown in Figure 11.
Obox1, Obox2 and Obox5 have the same direction of reading frame, from the
telomere to the centromere, whereas Obox3 and Obox6 have the opposite direction of
reading, from the centromere to the telomere. Next, the genomic DNA sequences
were retrieved via UCSC genome browser for multiple sequence alignment. They all
contain 500 base pairs (bp) of 5’-UTR, 500 bp of 3’-UTR, three Exons and two
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Introns, respectively. The starting and ending positions of each genes compared to the
reference sequence, are as following: Obox1 gene: chr7: 15,547,257 ~ 15,556,846;
Obox2 gene: chr7: 15,388,851 ~ 15,398,543; Obox3 gene chr7: 15,625,306 ~
15,639,777; Obox5 gene: chr7: 15,750,370 ~ 15,759,274; and Obox6 gene: chr7:
15,833,250 ~ 15,839,679.

Figure 11. Chromosome location and transcript direction of Obox genes. The
Obox family is located 7qA3 near telomere. The arrows indicate the reading frame
directions.

Furthermore, multiple sequence alignment of Obox indicated that they share
sequence identity from 62.08% to 98.85%. The details were showed in the identity
matrix in .

Obox1, Obox2 and Obox5 are highly similar sequences, having the sequence
identity from 93.19% to 98.85%. Among these, Obox1 and Obox2 are most similar
sequences. Due to its longer sequence range, the aligned Obox6 gene sequence
contains high proportion of gaps within Intron 2 and Exon 3. Consequently, Obox6
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has a lower sequence identity with other Obox genes. The alignment results also
indicate that Obox genes have highly conserved regions: Exon 1, Intron 1 and Exon 2.
Specifically, Exon 2 is the coding region of the homeodomain ().

Figure 12. Obox protein sequences alignment. The sequences under orange line are
~60 amino acid long homeodomains.
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Table 4 Percent identity matrix of Obox protein sequences
Obox1

Obox2

Obox3

Obox5

Obox6

Obox1

100

76.82

87.25

90.69

60.78

Obox2

-

100

66.23

72.19

45.03

Obox3

-

-

100

87.63

60.47

Obox5

-

-

-

100

62.89

Obox6

-

-

-

-

100

Table 4 showed the sequence identity matrix in percentage of the Obox protein
sequences. The Obox proteins share sequence identity from 45.03% to 90.69%. The
protein sequences have lower identity levels than their nucleotide sequences. It is
obvious that the Obox homeodomain are conserved at the nucleotide level while
highly polymorphic at the amino acid level. To verify this phenomenon, the entropy
analysis was used to test the Obox homeodomain polymorphism.

3.3 Obox orthologous proteins
Orthologs are defined as genes sharing a common ancestor by speciation. Basic
local alignment search tool (BLAST) were used to find the Obox homologous
proteins from “reference proteins (refseq_protein)” database in different species
(Altschul, Gish et al. 1990, Altschul and Koonin 1998). The Obox amino acid
sequences were used as query then align with non-redundant protein sequences
database by the PSI-BLAST algorithm, which allows to build a position-specific
scoring matrix using the results of the first BlastP. All homologous sequences have
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identity value great or equal 37% with coverage great or equal 50% were extracted
and listed in Table 5. It is apparent that Obox proteins are mouse-specific proteins.
For some of the genes among rodents, such as Rattus norvegicus, Microtus
ochrogaster, Nannospalax galili, Cricetulus griseus and Peromyscus maniculatus
bairdii, they are all predicted or uncharacterized genes. Those genes contain a
homeobox-domain, which are most likely the homolog genes of ceh-37, Hox, Pax-6, 4, CDX-1 or DLX-6, but not Obox (Table 5). This result indicates Oboxs are mouse
specific genes, which are unique and irreplaceable gene family during mouse embryo
development.
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Table 5 List of Obox homologs
Description
PREDICTED: homeobox protein ceh43-like isoform X1 [Rattus norvegicus]
PREDICTED: LOW QUALITY
PROTEIN: ALX homeobox protein 1like isoform X2 [Rattus norvegicus]
PREDICTED: homeobox protein
goosecoid-like isoform X2 [Rattus
norvegicus]
PREDICTED: oocyte specific
homeobox 6 isoform X1 [Mus
musculus]
PREDICTED: homeobox protein ceh37 isoform X2 [Rattus norvegicus]
PREDICTED: homeobox protein HoxB3a-like [Rattus norvegicus]
PREDICTED: oocyte specific
homeobox 6 isoform X1 [Mus
musculus]
PREDICTED: paired box protein Pax6-like isoform X1 [Rattus norvegicus]
PREDICTED: homeobox protein ceh37-like [Rattus norvegicus]
PREDICTED: retinal homeobox
protein Rx3 [Rattus norvegicus]
PREDICTED: paired box protein Pax4-like [Peromyscus maniculatus
bairdii]
PREDICTED: paired mesoderm
homeobox protein 1-like [Peromyscus
maniculatus bairdii]
PREDICTED: homeobox protein HoxC4a-like [Cricetulus griseus]
PREDICTED: cone-rod homeobox
protein-like [Nannospalax galili]
PREDICTED: homeobox protein
Dlx2a-like [Cricetulus griseus]
PREDICTED: homeobox protein
CDX-1-like [Peromyscus maniculatus
bairdii]
PREDICTED: homeobox protein
orthopedia-like [Microtus ochrogaster]

Cover E-Value
67%
1.00E-90

Identity Accession
63% XP_006223366.1

97%

2.00E-129

62%

XP_006228421.1

74%

1.00E-89

60%

XP_006228422.1

100%

6.00E-74

60%

XP_011248883.1

95%

4.00E-89

58%

XP_008757231.1

100%

4.00E-96

57%

XP_001077719.1

81%

6.00E-30

54%

XP_011248883.1

93%

7.00E-98

54%

XP_003753303.2

93%

5.00E-89

53%

XP_008771600.1

98%

6.00E-91

53%

XP_006223134.1

62%

2.00E-47

46%

XP_006981697.1

57%

4.00E-27

42%

XP_006981179.1

52%

2.00E-21

41%

XP_007620323.1

54%

2.00E-18

40%

XP_008821047.1

53%

1.00E-17

39%

XP_007616533.1

96%

4.00E-43

38%

XP_015864810.1

58%

5.00E-22

37%

XP_005358510.1
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3.4 Entropy analysis of Obox homeobox proteins
The homeobox protein sequences were extracted for alignment and the Shannon
entropy scores were calculated from protein sequence alignment, which ranges from 0
to 1(Shannon 2001). The lower entropy value means a higher polymorphism. The
result shows that the entropy varies among different positions, especially at regions of
alpha helices. The first and the third alpha helices function as anchors to build a
connection with DNA and prevent the transcription factor from drifting, it might not
requires high variations. Surprisingly some regions of homeobox protein are not
conserved, it showing high polymorphism. As shown in Figure 13, the result also
indicates that the second alpha helix has a higher polymorphism than the first and the
third alpha helices. The pervious sequences analysis also showed the Obox proteins
share lower identity than DNA. A reasonable explanation is that the second alpha
helix works directly with massive of target DNA sequences by scanning the DNA
binding motifs. It is necessary that the second helix has highly polymorphic to
generator various topology to initializing downstream gene/genes transcriptions. To
verify the structures of functional domain, a homologous modeling method was used
to predict the Obox homeodomain, and the results are included on the next section.

Figure 13. Entropy analysis of Obox homeobox domains. The orange boxes of H1,
H2 and H3 indicate alpha helices region. The upper bars are plotted by entropy
values. The middle sequence logo is created based on Obox protein sequence
alignment.
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3.5 Obox homeodomain structure prediction
A protein structure homology-modelling server, SWISS-MODEL was use to
predict the Obox homeodomain 3D-structures (Arnold, Bordoli et al. 2006, Guex,
Peitsch et al. 2009, Biasini, Bienert et al. 2014). Homeobox protein ceh-37 was used
as a template to model the Obox1 homeodomain structure, because they have the
highest sequence similarity of 40.62%. The results showed that Obox1 have three
typical alpha-helix structures that are aligned at the positions of 92 ~ 155 in ceh-37.
Hox-A9 was used as a template to model the Obox2 homeodomain structure. They
share 30% of sequence identity at the positions of 88-134 in Hox-A9. There are two
alpha helices on C-terminal, as in Figure 14: a random coil replaced the first alpha
helix. Obox3, Obox5 and Obox6 were aligned to Ultrabithorax, Pax and GBX-1,
respectively. They all have a coiled coil structure that is formed by three alpha
helices. As discussed in the homeodomain sequence alignment, each alpha helix has
its own specific functions. The structure prediction results confirmed that the second
alpha helix generates polymorphic protein surface to interact with different binding
motifs and initialize the gene expression. The results also support the hypothesis that
Obox proteins function as the transcription factors. The Obox2 protein sequence is
the shortest one among other Obox proteins and it cannot form the first alpha helix,
like Obox1 does. But it is clear from that Obox1 and Obox2 share 98.85% sequence
identity at the DNA level. What makes their proteins so much different (as in Table 4,
76.82% similarity at the amino acid level), especially in the homeodomain region.
The phylogenetic analysis may provide an evidence of Obox homeodomain
evolutionary process. It would be possible to show the relationships of Obox among
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all mouse homeodomain peptides.

Figure 14. Predicted proteins structure of Obox homeodomain. The arrows point
the structures of alpha helix.

3.6 Phylogenetic analysis of the 324 homeodomain peptides in mouse
A phylogenetic tree, as shown in Figure 15, was created by using the 324
homeodomain peptides in mouse to explore the evolutionary explanation of Obox
homeodomain and the relationships among homeobox proteins. The Obox genes
belong to the PRD class, which derives its name from (but is not an abbreviation for)
the Paired (Prd) gene of Drosophila, is the second largest class of the mouse
homeobox proteins (Holland, Booth et al. 2007), as shown in Table 3. Obox proteins
are located in a branch of PRD class that is close to the largest class, ANTP.
It showed that Obox6 has a close relation with the 15 pseudogenes. There are 10
proteins with zero genetic distance among the 15 pseudogenes, meaning that they
have the same homeodomain sequences. Obox3 is in the same cluster as Gm8053 and
Gm8040, both of which are pseudogenes. Obox2 is closely related to Obox1, and they
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are in the same cluster. While Obox1 is also related to Obox5, they are not in the
same cluster. The phylogenetic analysis shows that the Obox proteins came from the
same ancestor. Obox6 first branched out in separate directions along the evolutionary
period, and then Obox3 split into new branches. Obox1, Obox2 and Obox5 evolve
within the same branch of the tree.

Figure 15. Phylogenetic analysis of 324 Mus musculus homeobox proteins. The
different classes are colored. The circles size indicates the size of each class.
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Figure 16. Phylogenetic trees of mouse homeobox proteins. Red squares indicate
the location of Obox family. The numbers showing the length of branches that
represent the amount of genetic changes. The vertical dimension in this figure has no
meaning and it simply to lay out the tree visually.
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3.7 Tissue-specific expression analysis
The mouse microarray database provides a convenient method to detect the
gene expression in different tissues. Fortunately, the database contains Obox genes
expression data covered by most major tissue, except Obox2. In Figure 17, the Obox1
has a high level of expression in the fertilized egg, oocyte, bone marrow and ovary,
while Obox2 genes are mainly expressed in the ovary. Similar to Obox1, Obox3 and
Obox 5 are highly expressed in the fertilized egg, oocyte, ovary and embryo. Obox6
has a low level of expression in the embryo cell, but a high level of expression in the
bone marrow. The previous Obox expression data showed that the Obox genes are
associated with early embryos dynamically, the expression of Obox1, Obox2 and
Obox5 are start before fertilization, Obox3 and Obox6 were followed at 4-cell and 16cell stages. The microarray results confirmed that the Obox genes are tend to express
in immature cells, especially in germ cells, and that they play an important role in
preimplantation embryo development.
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Obox1

Obox2

Obox3

Obox5
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Obox6

Figure 17. Tissue-specific expression analysis of Obox genes by microarray
database. Datasets were downloaded from Microarray Expression Database. The
yellow element of the array indicates the corresponding gene was up regulated, while
blue shows the down-regulated genes. The first row is the expression ratio of the
experimental group and the control group. The second row is the expression value
from the experiment.
3.8 Obox3 binding motif analysis
The Obox3 DNA binding motifs are available from the CIS-BP database,
which is an online library curating the transcription factors and their DNA binding
motifs. The original data came from an experiment that was designed to find
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homeodomain DNA binding motif (Berger et al., 2008).

Figure 18. Obox3 binding motif and letter frequencies.

Figure 18 shows the Obox3 binding motif sequences retrieved from the CIS-BP
database. As a transcription factor, the expression of the Obox3 gene is most likely to
up-regulate the target genes expression at the same period. That means Obox3 may
impact the genes within the same cluster, such as the gene expression in Cluster 2, as
shown in Figure 19 a.
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a.

b.

c.

Figure 19. Obox3 binding motif analysis.
In order to test our hypothesis, 340 gene symbols were extracted from top 7000
gene list, which share the same expression pattern with Obox3. 300 base pairs of
promoter/upstream regions’ sequences were parsed from these 340 genes by UCSC
genome browser. Next, an online tool, MCAST, was used to search all these
sequences for the Obox3 binding motifs(Bailey, Williams et al. 2006, Grant, Johnson
et al. 2015). The result shows that 42 sequences can bind to Obox3, as shown in
Figure 19 b. To make sure that the resulting sequences are not due to random
sequence pairs or the error from the motif-searching algorithm, we also randomly
extracted 300 base pairs of 5’-UTR sequences from the 1,000 genes out of all top
7,000 genes, excluding those in Cluster 2. The same motif-searching procedure was
then conducted on these random sequences. The result shows that 64 gene promoter
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regions have interactions with Obox3. A chi-square statistic test (p value is 0.000443)
implies that Obox3 specifically binds to those genes promoters in Cluster 2, as shown
in Figure 19 c. In other words, Obox3 participates in regulating the gene expression in
the same cluster (Cluster 2).
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and Discussion

4.1 Obox homeodomain transcription factors with remarkable expression
dynamics during PED
To identify the candidate genes, which might be involved in complicated early
embryonic development, Hierarchical cluster analysis was used to characterize
expression patterns of 7000 genes. Surprisingly, a gene family, Obox, spread broadly
over all developmental stages in a dynamic manner. Furthermore, Obox genes were
located on three different expression patterns. Obox 1, 2, and 5 shared the same
expression activity. They showed slightly different expression level, Obox1 >
Obox2 > Obox5, and relatively high expression from the zygote to the early two-cell
stages. Obox3 differed from other Obox, as it revealed a unique expression pattern,
starting from middle two-cell stage and reaching the peak at late two-cell stage and
then rapidly decreasing to a low, hardly detectable level after four-cell stage. Obox6
also showed a unique expression pattern, covering more developmental stages, which
started at middle two-cell to early Blastocyst. The further study on retrotransposon
implied that the activation of Obox has a high association with LTR elements.
Another reason for this investigation is that all Obox contain homeodomain;
therefore, it is generally accepted that homeodomain-containing genes are a cluster of
transcription factors that are spatially and temporally expressed during early
embryonic development, such as Antp and Hox, which are mentioned in the
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introduction. The three-dimensional structure prediction of Obox homeodomain
shows that all Obox forms have a 60-amino acid helix-turn-helix (HTH) structure in
which three alpha helices are connected by a short loop, except Obox2. Obox2
homeodomain also has a typical helix-turn-helix structure, but a random coil takes the
place of the first alpha helix. The predicted results offer useful resources to build a
DNA-protein interaction model that could be used to validate the DNA binding
motifs in future studies. Based on the existing studies on homeodomain, we have
reasons to deduce that Obox genes are encoding transcription factors that regulate
genes expression during early embryo development in a dynamical manner.
4.2 Differentiation of downstream target genes of Obox might derived from the
genetic polymorphism of homeodomains
The homeodomain sequences were extracted from Obox for alignment and
Shannon entropy analysis. Surprisingly, the alignment results showed that Obox have
higher conservation of N-terminal amino acids compared to homeodomain region.
Furthermore, the entropy analysis result also indicated that the homeodomain protein
sequences are not very conserved; instead, they display some sort of polymorphism.
The second alpha helix has more polymorphic sites, followed by the first and the third
alpha helix. It is not difficult to explain this phenomenon, since the first and the third
alpha helix are roughly perpendicular to the axes; thus, they work as anchors to
establish the connection with DNA indirectly or directly via chemical bond.
Accordingly, they might not require many polymorphic sites, like the second alpha
helix. Because the second alpha helix interacts with binding motifs within the major
groove of the target DNA directly, it requires higher polymorphism to fit the
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sequence diversity. Our results reasonably explain the polymorphism of Obox
homeodomain and validate the Obox biological function as a transcription factor by
predicting the secondary and three-dimensional structure. Overall, it is not difficult to
conclude that homeodomain polymorphism of Obox is important for accommodating
diversity binding motifs of target genes.

4.3 The evolution of Obox arise a mass of pseudogenes and retrotranposons play
important role on Obox activation
A phylogenetic tree was built to dissect the evolution of Obox homeodomain
proteins. The result shows Obox homeodomains belong to PRD class, it likes the
ANTP class that has only been found in animals. The interesting thing is Obox and 25
pseudogenes’ homeodomain are not clustered to the major branch of PRD class. They
are located on a separated branch that closes with ANTP class. It indicates that Obox
is a novel family in PRD class. Besides the 25 homeodomain of pseudogenes which
found from Homeobox Database, there are 47 Obox pseudogenes have been found in
mouse by searching in Emsembl server (Table 6). There is an accepted processes that
pseudogenes can be raised by retrotransposition: a reverse transcription of mRNA
transcripts with subsequent re-integration of the cDNA into the genome. This process
causes an extra copy of gene. These retrogenes are often pseudogenes as they lacks
functional promoters and are not transcribed.
Some retrotransposons in the upstream regions may act as promoters to these
retrogenes. We studied various retrotransposons, such as LTRs (long terminal repeat),
LINEs (long interspersed nuclear element) and SINEs (short interspersed nuclear
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element). The result displays that all Obox gene promoter regions contain a LTR
(Figure 20). Investigation of the LTR elements and subfamily reveals the upstream
LTR of Obox1, Obox3 and Obox5 belong to ERV1 family, the repeat element
includes MuRRS-int, MuRRS4-int and LTRIS_Mus. In Table 7, it shows Obox3 has
ERVK and ERVL-MaLR subfamily in upstream, which includes the repeat elements
MTA_Mm-int, MTA_Mm, RMER6C, RMER20B and RMER6C. The upstream of
Obox6 contains ERVK LTR, the repeat element is RLTR16C_Mm. The recent
research found that the bimodality of LTR methylation can be explained by speciesspecific ERV1 elements (Smith, Chan et al. 2014). In Figure 21, the transcripts
present early in preimplantation are generally from gametically hypomethylated
ERV1 elements that are down-regulated prior to de novo methylation. The upstream
of Obox1, Obox2 and Obox5 contain hypomethylated ERV1 elements, which
appeared in the same early stages (oocyte, zygote, 2-cell and 4-cell). In mouse,
ERVK family generally maintained high methylation levels in mouse. It requires
more activity to demethylate DNA to release the retrotransposons then regulate the
downstream gene expression, like Obox6, it expressed later then other Obox
members. As showed in Figure 21, ERVL-MalR elements are hypermethylated in
sperm and rapidly demethylated after fertilization frequently in association with their
rapid zygotic induction (Guo, Zhu et al. 2014, Smith, Chan et al. 2014). The upstream
region of Obox3 contains both ERVL-MalR and ERVK elements. It could be a factor
that makes Obox3 expressed before Obox6, because the ERVL-MalR can be rapidly
demethylated after fertilization. The overall results explained that Obox gene
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expression has close relation with DNA methylation and retrotransposons. It also
provides a new perspective for future work on Obox gene expression mechanism.
Table 6. List of Obox pseudogenes
Ensembl ID

Name

Description

MGI Accession

ENSMUSG00000044538

Obox3-ps8

pseudogene-8

MGI:3647349

ENSMUSG00000105094

Obox4-ps10

pseudogene-10

MGI:5645796

ENSMUSG00000105505

Obox4-ps7

pseudogene-7

MGI:5645812

ENSMUSG00000105566

Obox4-ps4

pseudogene-4

MGI:5645810

ENSMUSG00000105898

Obox4-ps32

pseudogene-32

MGI:5645800

ENSMUSG00000106552

Obox4-ps5

pseudogene-5

MGI:5645811

ENSMUSG00000106582

Obox4-ps24

pseudogene-24

MGI:5645797

ENSMUSG00000106616

Obox4-ps25

pseudogene-25

MGI:5645799

ENSMUSG00000094967

Obox4-ps18

pseudogene-18

MGI:3782168

ENSMUSG00000095274

Obox4-ps27

pseudogene-27

MGI:3641735

ENSMUSG00000095922

Obox4-ps21

pseudogene-21

MGI:3782175

ENSMUSG00000095952

Obox4-ps12

pseudogene-12

MGI:3782150

ENSMUSG00000095974

Obox4-ps13

pseudogene-13

MGI:3782153

ENSMUSG00000096414

Obox4-ps15

pseudogene-15

MGI:3782157

ENSMUSG00000096439

Obox4-ps23

pseudogene-23

MGI:3779446

ENSMUSG00000096797

Obox4-ps20

pseudogene-20

MGI:3782172

ENSMUSG00000098290

Obox4-ps1

pseudogene-1

MGI:5521014

ENSMUSG00000098741

Obox4-ps2

pseudogene-2

MGI:5521015

ENSMUSG00000099198

Obox4-ps39

pseudogene-39

MGI:5521101

ENSMUSG00000099242

Obox4-ps3

pseudogene-3

MGI:5521023

ENSMUSG00000092576

Obox4-ps35

pseudogene-35

MGI:3646889

ENSMUSG00000093397

Obox4-ps29

pseudogene-29

MGI:3782188

ENSMUSG00000093420

Obox4-ps33

pseudogene-33

MGI:3782197

ENSMUSG00000093421

Obox3-ps6

pseudogene-6

MGI:3704111

ENSMUSG00000093509

Obox3-ps3

pseudogene-3

MGI:3779782

ENSMUSG00000093513

Obox4-ps31

pseudogene-31

MGI:3782192

ENSMUSG00000093549

Obox4-ps36

pseudogene-36

MGI:5313112

ENSMUSG00000093554

Obox4-ps26

pseudogene-26

MGI:5313070

ENSMUSG00000093567

Obox4-ps8

pseudogene-8

MGI:3782133

ENSMUSG00000093584

Obox3-ps2

pseudogene-2

MGI:3647077

ENSMUSG00000093623

Obox4-ps14

pseudogene-14

MGI:3782154

ENSMUSG00000093664

Obox4-ps37

pseudogene-37

MGI:5313111

ENSMUSG00000093665

Obox3-ps1

pseudogene-1

MGI:3646564

ENSMUSG00000093683

Obox4-ps34

pseudogene-34

MGI:5313069

ENSMUSG00000093707

Obox4-ps9

pseudogene-9

MGI:3782139

ENSMUSG00000093719

Obox4-ps30

pseudogene-30

MGI:3782190
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ENSMUSG00000093727

Obox3-ps5

pseudogene-5

MGI:3779781

ENSMUSG00000093736

Obox4-ps38

pseudogene-38

MGI:5313156

ENSMUSG00000093761

Obox6-ps1

pseudogene-1

MGI:3643552

ENSMUSG00000093773

Obox3-ps7

pseudogene-7

MGI:5010540

ENSMUSG00000093913

Obox4-ps28

pseudogene-28

MGI:3641736

ENSMUSG00000093940

Obox4-ps19

pseudogene-19

MGI:3782170

ENSMUSG00000093961

Obox4-ps17

pseudogene-17

MGI:3782163

ENSMUSG00000094243

Obox4-ps22

pseudogene-22

MGI:3782177

ENSMUSG00000094412

Obox4-ps16

pseudogene-16

MGI:3782160

ENSMUSG00000094416

Obox4-ps11

pseudogene-11

MGI:3782142

ENSMUSG00000094555

Obox4-ps6

pseudogene-6

MGI:5313157

Figure 20. Analysis of retrotransposons.
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Table 7 LTR elements and families.

Obox1

Obox2

Obox3

Obox5

Obox6

LTR elements
MuRRS-int
MuRRS4-int
LTRIS_Mus
MuRRS-int
MuRRS4-int
LTRIS_Mus
MTA_Mm-int
MTA_Mm
RMER6C
RMER20B
RMER6C
MuRRS-int
MuRRS4-int
LTRIS_Mus
RLTR16C_Mm

Family
ERV-1
ERV-1
ERV-1
ERV-1
ERV-1
ERV-1
ERVL-MaLR
ERVL-MaLR
ERVK
ERVK
ERVK
ERV-1
ERV-1
ERV-1
ERVK

Figure 21. LTR expression during human early embryo development. a, Violin
plots for the four LTR families present in human over early development and ES cell
derivation. b, Pie charts of LTR family expression calculated as the number of
fragments per million (FPM) that align to elements within the family(Smith, Chan et
al. 2014).
4.4 Obox3 genes affect the expression profiling of mouse PED
The binding motif of Obox3 has been experimentally identified, and it is
available on public database, CIS-BP. The matrix of Obox3 binding motif and letter
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frequencies indicated that it most likely binds with TTAATCC in forward strand and
GGATTAA in the reverse strand. It is a great resource for testing our hypothesis that
Obox can regulate the target gene/genes and share similar expression patterns.
MCAST was used to simulate the DNA binding effects on 340 genes’
promoter/upstream regions. These 340 genes are located on the same expression
pattern as Obox3. The results indicated that 12.35% of genes’ promoter region
matched Obox3 binding motif. A chi-square test proved that those bindings are
significantly enriched, at significance level p < 0.0001, compared to a set of 1000
randomly chosen genes. This discovery offers powerful clues for future research on
the Obox3 and other Obox genes regulation pathways. It also provides a valuable
bioinformatics investigation strategy on transcription factors by identifying the
binding motifs matching the regulation regions of downstream target genes.
4.5 Obox genes are expressed specifically in embryonic cells
The previous results revealed that the dynamic expression of Obox genes is an
essential factor in regulation of globe gene expression during PED. To provide further
evidence that Obox genes are important in early embryo development, we would have
to prove that Obox genes are expressed specifically in early embryo cell or immature
cells. The mouse microarray database provides a possibility to detect the Obox genes
expression in different tissues. Obox1 and Obox5 revealed a strong expression in
fertilized egg and oocyte, moderating the expression in Ovary. This result implies that
the expression of Obox1 and Obox5 might start before fertilization, and their
expression is the monoallelic expression. Because the Obox2 genes lack of
microarray data, the expression of Obox2 in fertilized egg and oocyte is unknown.
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However, just like Obox1, Obox3, and Obox5, Obox2 is expressed on the ovary and
keep silencing on other tissues. Obox6 is slightly different, as its expression on
embryo on day 7.5 was weak while its expression in bone marrow was moderate. It is
difficult to detect Obox6 in other tissues. The common feature of Obox expression is
that these genes tend to appear in immature cells and germ cells. These findings
suggest that Obox genes work closely with embryo cells; however, a monoallelic
expression study on Obox1, Obox2, and Obox5 should be conducted in the future.
Transcriptional activity of early embryogenesis is a complicated process, which
is largely unknown. Nevertheless, a great deal of progress has been completed in past
years in single-cell RNA sequencing. We initially focused on identification of
expression patterns crossover all early developmental stages and discovery the
distinctive regulatory gene or gene family through hierarchical clustering of the
global expression profile. We identified Obox family, which expression appeared
dynamically during PED. Next, we comprehensively investigate the Obox family
multiple bioinformatics strategies from DNA sequence to protein architectures. All
evidence indicated that Obox are encoding homeodomain-containing proteins, which
function as transcription factors. Furthermore, Our studies on the evolutionary of
Obox homeodomain and upstream regulator retrotransposons revealed that the
dynamical expression of Obox has a close relation with LTR elements, including
ERV-1, ERVL-MaLR and ERVK families. Also, the microarray investigation and
orthologous protein analysis revealed that Obox are mouse-specific genes,
specifically expressed in embryo cells. In addition, the binding motif of Obox3 has
been used to match with the upstream region of 340 genes, which share a similar
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expression pattern. A significant number of binding sites can be bind with Obox3,
which means Obox3 globally regulate gene expression within the same expression
pattern. All these investigations have provided a valuable clue to approaching the
complex regulation mechanism of PED on future studies. The identified Obox are
important candidate genes for early embryogenesis researches
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Supplementary Table 1. List of experiments and cell types 1 of 3

NCBI Bioproject: GSE45719. List of experiments (1 of 3)
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Supplementary Table 2 List of experiments and cell types 2 of 3

NCBI Bioproject: GSE45719. List of experiments (2 of 3)
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Supplementary Table 3 List of experiments and cell types 3 of 3

NCBI Bioproject: GSE45719. List of experiments (3 of 3)
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APPENDIX:
A Brief Review of Statistics Tests

T-test
A t-test is commonly used to compare two means to see if they are significantly
different from each other. The t distribution varies according to the size of the sample.
It has to calculate the t value and look up the table for finding the p-value.
•

One-sample T-test
For testing whether the mean of a normally distributed population is different
from a specified value, we can use one-sample t-test.
First, state the null hypothesis that the population mean is equal to some value
(μ0), and alternative hypothesis that the mean does not equal/is greater than/is
less than (μ0).
Second, Calculate the t value:
𝑡=

𝑥 − µ0
𝑠
𝑛

The standard deviation 𝑠 = 𝑠 ! =

(!! !)!
!!!

Degrees of freedom (df) = n-1
Third, Use the calculated t-value and degrees of freedom then read the table of
t-distribution critical values for the p-value (probability that the sample mean
was obtained by chance given μ0 is the population mean). If the p-value is less
than the predetermined value for significance (α is usually 0.05), reject the
null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis.
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•

Two-sample T-test
Tests whether the means of two populations are significantly different from
one another.
The two populations could be dependent, for example: before and after values
of drug treated patients. Subtract the two values for each sample to get a set of
differences and use 𝜇0=0 to perform a one-sample t-test:
𝑡=

𝑥! − 𝑥!
1
1
𝑠 ! (𝑛 + 𝑛 )
!
!

If the two populations are independent, the t-value:
𝑡=

𝑥! − 𝑥!
𝑠!
𝑠!
( 𝑛 ! + 𝑛 !)
!

!

Degrees of freedom (df) = (𝑛! − 1) + (𝑛! − 1)
Next, use the calculated t-value to define the p-value and decide whether
reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis.

Chi-Square Test
•

For goodness of fit
The Chi-Square Test can test whether or not an observed pattern of data fits
some given distribution. The null hypothesis states that the observed pattern
fits the given distribution; the alternative hypothesis states that the observed
pattern does not fit the given distribution. The chi-square statistic is:
𝜒! =

(𝑂 − 𝐸)!
𝐸
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O is the observed value and E is the expected value, degrees of freedom (df) =
number of categories in the distribution – 1.
Find the p-value from the table of 𝜒 ! critical values using the calculated chisquare statistic and degrees of freedom. If the p-value is less than α, the
observed data does not fit the expected distribution. If p-value is greater
than α, the pattern of data likely fits the expected distribution.
•

For independence
Checks whether two categorical variables are related or not, and it doesn’t
make any assumptions about an expected distribution. The null hypothesis
states that the two variables are independent; the alternative hypothesis states
that the two variables are not independent.
The observed values are usually presented as a table. Each row is a category
of variable 1 and each column is a category of variable 2. Therefore, the
expected values is:
𝐸=

(𝑟𝑜𝑤 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙)(𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙)
(𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙)

Degrees of freedom = (r-1)(c-1) where r is the number of rows and c is
number of columns.
The chi-square statistic is still: 𝜒 ! =

(!!!)!
!

Find the p-value from the table of 𝜒 ! critical values, then decide whether
reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis.
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Analysis of variance (ANOVA)
The t-test and chi-square test can be used to compare the means of the samples but it
might become unreliable in case of more than two samples. The ANOVA tests the
significance of group differences between two or more groups. It only determines that
there is a difference between groups, but doesn’t tell which is different.
To use the ANOVA test, it needs to follow the assumption of normality and
homogeneity of variance.
ANOVA test includes one-way ANOVA, two-way ANOVA or multiple ANOVA
depending upon the type and arrangement of the data. The two-way ANOVA is an
extension to the one-way ANOVA; it compares the mean difference between groups
that have been split on two independent variables. The main purpose of two-way
ANOVA is to understand if there is an interaction between the two independent
variables on the dependent variable.
The one-way ANOVA is used to determine whether there are any significant
differences between the means of two or more independent groups. The null
hypothesis will be that all population means are equal; the alternative hypothesis is
that at least one mean is different.
One-way ANOVA has the following test statistic:
𝑀𝑆𝑇𝑟 (𝑁 − 𝑘) 𝑛(𝑥 − 𝑥)!
𝐹=
=
𝑀𝑆𝐸
(𝑘 − 1) (𝑛 − 1)𝑆 !
Where, F = F-statistic (F ratio); k = Total number of populations; N = Total number
of observations; n = Total number of samples in population; S= standard deviation of
the samples.
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One-way ANOVA table is often used to record the sums of squares and to organize
the rest of calculations. For example:
Source of
Variation
Between Samples
Within Samples
Total

Degrees of
freedom (df)

Sum of Squares
𝑛! 𝑥 ! − 𝑁 𝑥 !

𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑟 =

𝑆𝑆𝐸 = 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑜 − 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑟
𝑥! − 𝑁 𝑥!

𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑜 =

𝑘−1
𝑁−𝑘

Mean Squares
𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑟
𝑘−1
𝑆𝑆𝐸
𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
𝑁−𝑘

F Ratio

𝑀𝑆𝑇𝑟 =

𝐹=

𝑀𝑆𝑇𝑟
𝑀𝑆𝐸

𝑁−1

The null hypothesis will be accepted if the F has value close to 1.0. A large F value
means that the variation among group means is more than the expectation by chance.
Also, the p value is determined from the F value and the values of df.

Multiple linear regression
The multiple linear regression is used to explain the relationship between one
continuous dependent variable from two or more independent variables. The multiple
linear regression equation is as follows:
𝑌 = 𝑏! + 𝑏! 𝑋! + 𝑏! 𝑋! + ⋯ + 𝑏! 𝑋!
Where 𝑌 is the predicted value of the dependent variable, 𝑋! through 𝑋! are p distinct
independent variables, 𝑏! is the value of Y when all the independent variables are
equal to zero, and 𝑏! through 𝑏! are the estimated regression coefficients, which are
estimates of 𝛽! , 𝛽! ,…, 𝛽! :
𝐸 𝑏! = 𝛽!
The general structure of a multiple linear regression model will be
𝑌 = 𝛽! + 𝛽! 𝑋! + 𝛽! 𝑋! + ⋯ + 𝛽! 𝑋! + 𝜀
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Where the error term 𝜀 describes the differences between observed value and
expected value.
Each regression coefficient represents the change in Y relative to a one unit change in
the respective independent variable. For measuring the overall quality of the
regression, the coefficient of determination (or 𝑅! ) can be measured the percentage of
total variation exhibited in 𝑌! data that is accounted by the regression line.
𝑅! = 1 −

!
!
!!!(𝑦! − 𝑦! )
!
!
!!!(𝑦! − 𝑦)

A high 𝑅! means that most of the variation in 𝑦! data can be attributed to their
corresponding X values.
There are three major uses for multiple linear regression analysis. First, it can be used
to identify the strength of the effect that the independent variable have on a dependent
variable. Second, it can be used to forecast effects or impacts of changes. Third, it
works on predicting trends and future values.

Fixed, Random and Mixed Models
The models in which all effects are fixed are called fixed-effects models. It could be
applied on something the experiments that are often repeatable. The models in which
all effects are random are called random effects models. Then, the mixed models are
those have both fixed effects and random effects terms. For example, if we have
regressor matrices X and Y, which are associated with the fixed and random effects,
and have the fixed affect parameters 𝛽 and random affect parameters 𝛾, then the
models listed below are fixed effect model, random effect model and mixed model,
respectively;
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𝑌 = 𝛽𝛸 + 𝜀
𝑌 = 𝛾𝑍 + 𝜀
𝑌 = 𝛽𝛸 + 𝛾𝑍 + 𝜀
Multiple testing correction
A multiple testing correction procedure is used to adjust the statistical confidence
measures based on multiple testing performed, such as large-scale genetic studies.
The Bonferroni adjustment is one of most widely used method of correcting for
multiple testing simply reduces the critical significance level according the number of
!

independent tests. The Bonferroni correction sets the significance cut-off at !. For
example, we have n tests and 𝛼 = 0.05, then solving 1 − 1 − 𝛼
!

gives 𝛼 = 1 − 1 − 0.05 ! . Setting 1 − 0.05

!
!

≈1−

!.!"
!

!

= 0.05, which

gives 𝛼 =

!.!"
!

, which is

the critical p-value from adjusted n independent tests, to control the family-wise error
rate at 0.05.
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